
  16-17 April 1943 FW190A-5 Wn.2705          Black 13 + III/JG2

Failed to return from operations. Crashed into the sea due to shortage of fuel. Pilot baled out west of 
Brest, France. 15.50 hrs but lost. Ff: Lt Hans-Joachim Schmidt lost without trace.

  16-17 April 1943 FW190A-5/U-8 Wn.2697                  ▲ + 2/SKG10

Henhurst Farm, Staplehurst, Kent. 22.35 hrs. 

The pilot of this aircraft baled out from low altitude and was killed, the aircraft diving into the ground 
at high speed at an angle of 20° and caught fire. Wreckage was scattered for over 300 yards. No reason 
for this crash could be ascertained.
This aircraft was in the first wave of aircraft to attack the capital and that it was similar to the aircraft 
that crashed later in the night except that it had its jettisonable fuel tanks still fitted.
ID: 68679, AW: grey linen, FlH.Kdtr.E31/XIII, 6/4/43, FP: -.
Ff: Oblt Kurt Klahn EKI 68679/1 +. CC 1/473. (Staffelkapitän).

  16-17 April 1943 FW190A-5 Wn.57245               5T+CT 5/SKG10

Failed to return from operations. Ff: Fw Werner Anrascheck 73152/33 lost without trace.

  16-17 April 1943 FW190A-5 Wn.52719             White A + 5/SKG10

West Malling Aerodrome, Kent. 01.43 hrs. 

Started at 23.45 hrs from Amiens/Glisy to attack an industrial area on the Thames in the region of the 
Isle of Dogs. This aircraft came in over Dungeness at 17,000 feet and headed for London. Visibility 
was bad with haze up to 10,000 feet so the pilot eventually dropped his bomb at random and headed 
for France. When he thought he was over Calais he looked around for an airfield as he was short of 
fuel and fired the signal for the day, followed by emergency signal, where upon the airfield lights at 
West Malling were illuminated and he landed. This aircraft on landing was approached by a Beaverett 

  14-15 April 1943 Do217E-4 Wn.5593            F8+AM 4/KG40.

Sea - Barrow Deep, Thames Estuary. 00.07 hrs.

Failed to return from operations and believed to have been shot down by an 85 Squadron Mosquito.
ID: 58209, AW: grey, Fl.H.Kdtr.(A)201/VI, 28 March 1943, FP: -.
Ff: Uffz Günther Steinpass +. NKG.
Bo: Uffz Hans Enders +. NKG.
Bf: Uffz Willi Schmidt 58209/161 +. Buried at sea. 
Bs: Ogefr Heinrich Vogel +. CC 5/117.

Air Intelligence deduced that the aircraft was from 3/KG2.

  14-15 April 1943 Do217E-4 Wn.4287           F8+EN 5/KG40

Bockings’ Elm, Clacton on Sea, Essex. 00.30 hrs.

Started at 23.10 hrs from Gilze-Rijen, Holland to attack Chelmsford along with about fifteen other 
aircraft of II/KG40. This aircraft flew low over the North Sea and when approaching the English 
Coast climbed to 13,000 feet and flying up the Blackwater Estuary, turned north-west and flew past 
Chelmsford to the west, taking evasive action to avoid searchlights and AA fire. It was then attacked by 
a night fighter (85 Squadron Mosquito) which scored hits in the starboard wing and engine and after the 
port engine, whereupon the bomb load was jettisoned. The aircraft lost height rapidly and at 1,000 feet 
the pilot gave the order to bale out, although the observer was the only one to do so. The pilot attempted 
to make a forced landing but the starboard wing hit a large tree and the aircraft crashed, the pilot and 
rear gunner managing to extricate themselves from the wreckage.
Armament: twenty S.B.C. 50 kg bombs with delayed action fuses (stick interval to be 70 metres).
Markings: PC+MJ.
The pilot and flight engineer were on their twelfth War Flight, while the observer had made fifty-five 
War Flights and held the Silver War Flights Clasp when shot down.
ID: 57359 & 62517, AW: grey, F.H.K.A.21/XII, 1/10/42 & light green, F.H.K. Landsberg/Lech, 1/7/41, 
FP: -.
Ff: Uffz Werner Greulich injured.
Bo: Uffz Kurt Frenkler EKI.
Bf: Uffz Herbert Haspel +. CC 5/109.
Bm: Uffz Heinrich Janson injured.

Wireless call signs were: Adelheld = F8+EN.
Fidelia & Marzipan = two other aircraft of 5/KG40.
Banana = aircraft of Oberleutnant Schröter, Staffelkapitän of 6/KG40 (the senior officer of II Gruppe 
on the operation).
Kurfürst = Kommodore.
Bonzo = Barrage balloon.

Lichtenstein Gerät.
Although six months previously it was stated that all bomber aircraft operating against Great 
Britain were to be equipped with the Lichtenstein Gerät tail warning radar, at the present time 
only one aeroplane in 5/KG40 had been equipped. All of the experienced observers within the 
unit had taken it in turns to make one operational flight in this aircraft. The Lichtenstein Gerät 
was generally unpopular as it required so much concentration on the part of the observer that 
they were unable to perform their other duties. On 6th March 1943 the crew of F8+EN flew to 
Achmer/Bramsche to have the FuGe 101 radio altimeter fitted and were also offered having the 
Lichtenstein Gerät fitted as well but they declined the offer.

FuGe 101.
The pilot of F8+EN referred to the fact that when returning from operations it was good tactics 
to fly at thirty feet above sea level so as to avoid the British night fighters that operated as low as 
300 feet. In this connection it was stressed the tremendous value of the FuGe 101 that allowed 
the pilot to fly long distances over the sea at a height of only a few feet as this was not affected by 
changes in atmospheric pressure which would throw a normal aneroid altimeter out.

Below: the port upper 
wing section of Oblt 
Kurt Klahn’s FW190 
at henshurst Farm, 
staplehurst.
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lamp black mixture over the camouflage. The spinner was green, yellow and white, with the white 
segment covered in lamp black.
Engine: BMW 801 D-2, werk no. 86080, dated 12 February 1943 .
Armament: Only two MG 151/20’s were mounted in the wing roots, with 244 rounds for the port gun 
and 251 rounds for the starboard gun. A ETC 501 with a release slip 500/XIIA was mounted under the 
centre line of the fuselage. One 250 kg bomb carried.
Equipment: the aircraft was fitted with two jettisonable fuel tanks under the wings, each holding 100 
litres of fuel. Wireless was a FuGe 16Z.
ID: 74197, AW: pale blue, Fl.H.Kdtr.(A)215/XII, stamped 5/VIII, 26/2/43, FP: L 51458D Paris.
Ff: Fw Otto Bechtold 74197/78.

The pilot learnt to fly with the N.S.F.K. in 1935 and became a civilian instructor training military 
pilots; on the outbreak of war in 1939 he joined the German Air Force and continued in his role as 
an instructor. He finally joined SKG10 in February 1943 and was only on his fourth War Flight when 
captured. He held the Verdienst Kreuz.

This aircraft was taken on charge by the RAF and given the serial number PE882.

armoured car but the pilot reved up his engine as if to take off, so the armoured car opened fire on the 
aircraft, which burst into flames. The pilot was wounded but managed to get clear but when the fire 
tender approached the aircraft blew up seriously injuring two of the firemen. The aircraft was totally 
destroyed and wreckage scattered over a wide area.
Markings: the aircraft was lamp blacked all over with a dark green spinner.
Engine: BMW 801 C-2, werk nr. 304454 with a VDM metal propeller fitted.
Armament: only two MG 151/20 cannon fitted in the wing roots. One 500 kg bomb carried and two 
drop tanks.
ID: 68595, AW: light blue, Fl.H.Kdtr.(A)215/XII, 4/3/43, FP: -.
Pilot: Ltn Fritz Setzer 68595/3 wounded.

This pilot had spent most of his career on non-operational flying duties, some of his time being spent in 
Russia. He had joined SKG10 in January 1943 and was on his fifth War Flight when captured. He was 
particularly security conscious but one of the other prisoners confirmed his unit.
German records give the aircraft code as White A.

  16-17 April 1943 FW190A-4/U-8  Wn.47155            Yellow H + 7/SKG10

West Malling Aerodrome, Kent. 01.10 hrs.

Started from the Amiens/Glisy Aerodrome in pairs at about midnight to attack installations along the 
Thames near to the Isle of Dogs. Sixteen aircraft from two Staffel took part in this raid; (eight from 
5th Staffel and eight from 7th Staffel), the first operation at night, flying in pairs at different heights to 
confuse the British defences. The aircraft were fitted with an auxiliary fuel drop tank under each wing, 
the tanks having capacity for 300 litres each but they only were filled with sufficient fuel (100 litres) to 
reach the British Coast before they were jettisoned. This pilot intended to fly in company with another 
aircraft but lost him before reaching the French Coast. Identifying the coastline this pilot released his 
drop tanks before crossing the Kent Coast and headed towards London but due to ground mist became 
lost and was picked up by about seven searchlights, whereupon he released his bomb from 20,000 feet 
and made for home. After a while the pilot saw a series of six searchlights all pointing in the same 
direction and as the AA fire had ceased he presumed that he was over France, so when he saw the lights 
of an airfield, with fuel running low, he made a good landing, subsequently following a fire tender that 
had been sent out by the watch office to meet it. The pilot got out and surrendered.
Markings: H in yellow, outlined in black, triangle in black. Werk nummer; last three numbers were 
marked on the fin. Camouflage; the upper surfaces of the wings consisted of large areas of two or three 
different shades of grey but the fuselage sides were mottled blue and grey. The underside of the engine 
cowling and the whole of the rudder were bright yellow. The whole aircraft was smeared with an oil-

Below: Fw Otto Bechtold’s Focke-Wulf 190 
after landing at West Malling in the early hours 
of 17 April 1943.
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  20 April 1943 Ju88T-1 Wn.0678 T9+FH Versuchs-Verband Ob.d.L.

In sea 5 miles off Clacton, Essex. 11.45 hrs.

Started at 10.30 hrs on a reconnaissance flight from Amsterdam/Schiphol where they had refuelled 
although originally starting their mission from Orly/Villeneuve-le-Roi at 08.30 hrs. The purpose of 
the mission was to photograph the Chelmsford area to assess damage from recent raids. The aircraft 
crossed the English Coast between the Blackwater Estuary and Harwich, at 34,000 feet, at which point 
the pilot turned on the G.M.1 engine boost system increasing the aircraft’s speed from 270 kph to 310 
kph IAS (Indicated Air Speed). The three cameras were also switched on as they altered course towards 
Chelmsford. Soon after the wireless operator warned that there was a Spitfire (322 Squadron) in the 
vicinity so the pilot put on the ‘emergency boost’ increasing his speed to 360 kph IAS and putting the 
aircraft into a slight dive to increase speed further, while heading towards France. No further warning 
was given before a Spitfire attacked, hitting the port engine and the cockpit filled with smoke. The 
aircraft started to lose height and the two rear crew baled out at 26,000 feet. A second burst of fire from 
the Spitfire narrowly missed the pilot who baled out at 4,000 feet. The pilot was picked up at 13.30 hrs 
unconscious by a Naval Air Sea Rescue launch, an empty dinghy being found nearby but no sign was 
seen of the other two crew members.
This aircraft was a Ju 88 B with BMW 801 engines with a G.M.1 gas accelerator system to boost 
performance. The lower under-fuselage gun blister had been removed to aid performance. The pilot had 
only French and German money although the Feldpostnummer was for Aalborg.
Armament: one 20 mm cannon firing rearward and operated by the wireless operator.
ID: -, AW: -, FP: L 10490.
Ff: Ltn Hans Bäumer EKI, Bronze (20) War Flights Clasp, slight burns.
Bo: Ltn Paul Hunold +. NKG.
Bf: Ofw Hermann Dietz +. NKG.

The planning for the last flight started two days previously due to a meeting between Oberst Pelz, who 
was the supreme commander for the G.A.F. offensive against the British Isles (Angriffsführer England) 
and Oberst Rowehl and was to be the beginning of close co-operation between Oberst Pelz and the 
Ob.d.L units and was to have been followed by similar reconnaissance sorties to Sunderland, Hull and 
Newcastle. The pilot’s mission was to make a strip photographic reconnaissance of the area extending 
from the Estuary of the Blackwater up to and including Chelmsford, the aim was to photograph damage 
for assessment and provide a briefing aid of targets for future raids.

It later transpired that this aircraft belonged to a comparatively recently formed unit and was responsible 
for testing new types of aircraft under operational conditions. The commanding officer was Oberst 
Rowehl who was responsible for all the Ob.d.L. units. The CO of this particular detachment was 
Oberstleutnant Achilles and the Liaison Officer and Adjutant was Hauptmann Kleinmann. The unit had 
previously operated under the name of Sonder-Aufklarungs-Gruppe Ob.d.L. The Versuchs-Verband 
Ob.d.L. had a total of twenty-five crews, nearly all being ex-Lufthansa employees with a sprinkling 

  16-17 April 1943 FW190A-4 Wn.47152             Yellow G + 7/SKG10

Spring Hill Farm, East Malling, Kent. 01.15 hrs.

Started from the Amiens/Glisy at about midnight to bomb military and industrial targets on the Thames. 
This pilot was to have flown as number two to Feldwebel Bechtold but lost touch with him over the 
French Coast. He crossed south east England at 20,000 feet taking evasive action all the way to avoid 
searchlights and reached London where he bombed a factory which he spotted. Having experienced 
intense AA fire in which he thought his aircraft was damaged, the pilot made his way back towards 
France but was running short of fuel, so turned back. When he saw the lights of West Malling airfield 
he decided to land but on his final approach the lights went out and he crashed. The engine and wings 
were torn off, although the cockpit remained fairly intact.
Markings: ∆ in black and G in yellow. The last three numbers of the werk nummer were marked on 
the fin.
Engine: BMW 801 D-2, werk nr. 85736, with a VDM metal propeller fitted.
Armament: only two MG 151/20 guns were fitted in the wing roots. A ETC 501 with a XIIA release 
slip was found.
ID: 68597, AW: pale blue, Fl.H.kdtr.(A)215/XII, stamped 5/VIII, 26/ 2/43, FP: L 51458 Paris.
Ff: Ofw Otto Schulz 68597/3 seriously injured.

The pilot had joined the German Air Force soon after the Nazi’s came to power in Germany and 
continued as an instructor at an A/B Schule before volunteering for operational duties in January 1943 
and was posted to the Jagdfligerschule at Zerbst. He was shot down on his third War Flight and the 
first one at night.

  17 April 1943 Bf109G-3 Wn.16297              Blue 15 + 11/JG2

Failed to return from operations following combat with fighters off Triqueville / Le Havre, France.  
Ff: Uffz Eugen Rowedder lost without trace.

  17 April 1943 Bf109G-4 Wn.19418              White 8 + 1/JG27

Failed to return from operations following combat with fighters north of Dieppe, France.  
Ff: Ofw Walter Hillhuber lost without trace. 

ii/sKG10
II/Schnellkampfgeschwader 10 was first instituted in November 1942 with officers being 
selected on the basis of their wide operational experience, many being holders of the 
Ritterkreuz. The remaining pilots tended to be drawn from training schools where they 
were instructors, having little or no operational flying experience. All the pilots were sent 
to the airfield at Deblin where they did a conversion course to the FW190 and attended 
interviews with the Gruppenkommandeur who was responsible for making the final 
selections. There were about twenty five pilots selected who were moved to Cognac for 
their final training in fighter and Jabo tactics before being posted to Rennes / St. Jacques 
airfield where they formed the nucleus of II/SKG10. For their night training pilots carried 
out ten circuits and bumps at night along with three high altitude flights.

Aircraft of Gruppe II were marked:
Gruppenstab ∆ + a green letter.
5th Staffel ∆ + a white letter.
6th Staffel ∆ + a red letter (later changed to black).
7th Staffel ∆ + a yellow letter.

Above: Another view of 
Fw Otto Bechtold’s Focke-
Wulf 190 after landing at 
West Malling in the early 
hours of 17th April 1943.
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Engines: Jumo 211 J-1, port engine nr. PMB J-1/269 and the starboard engine nr. MZK 211 F-1 6851. 
KUJ 683. Wooden propellers were fitted.
Armament: two MG 81 were fitted in the dorsal position and twin MG 81 in the ventral position. Only 
external bomb carriers were carried, both the internal bomb bays contained fuel tanks.
Equipment: a Lichtenstein Gerät FuGe 202 tail warning radar unit was fitted and found relatively intact.
Of the two crew who baled out one was killed. The other two crew were thrown out at considerable 
height and also killed. 
ID: 62539, AW: dark green, FPN.L 45876, 11/5/42, FP: L 38540.
Ff: Ltn Alfred Beyerle, Deutches Kreuz, EKI, Gold (110) War Flight Clasp, 62539/79 +. CC 1/262.
Bo: Uffz Ernst Behmer EKI, Gold War Flight Clasp, 62539/96.
Bf: Fw Josef Schlund EKI, Gold War Flight Clasp, 62539/98 +. CC 1/261.
Bs: Fw Georg Schuster EKI, Gold War Flight Clasp, 62539/95 +. CC 1/260.

of test pilots; the majority being over 30 years old and the pilots and observers were of commissioned 
rank. There were no less than eight holders of the Ritterkreuz within its ranks. The various independent 
detachments were based at Orly, Aalborg, Smolensk, Karkoff, Sicily and the Crimea, all of which were 
self contained and controlled directly by Oberst Rowehl whose headquarters was at Oranienburg, near 
Berlin. The crew of T9+FH were quartered in the Chateau Raffard at Albion-sur-Seine, about one 
mile north-west of Orly. While the crew of T9+FH were at Orly in April 1943 no other operational 
aircraft were using the airfield. Two crews who were stationed at Aalborg and under the control of 
Oberstleutnant Achilles were: Ff: Leutnant Guessmann and Bo: Leutnant Reunter; Ff: Oberleutnant 
Simon and Bo: Lt Dr Grün.
Recent losses were confirmed as one that crashed into a mountainside in Norway and another that failed 
to return from an operation over England. 

  20 April 1943 Ju88D-1 Wn.430079                8H+EL 3(F)/33

Failed to return from operations. Ff: Fw Fritz Hiltscher, Bo: Lt Hans Weissgerber, Bf: Uffz Walter 
Kleinhaus and Bm: Uffz Alois Klutzniy all lost without trace.

  20 April 1943 FW190A-4 Wn.47108               Black 4 + 5/JG26

Failed to return from operations. Believed to have been shot down by a 315 Squadron Spitfire 20 km 
north-north-west of Dieppe, France. 19.30 hrs. Ff: Uffz Erich Kleffner lost without trace.

  25 April 1943 FW190A-5 Wn.2576 Black 4 + bomb 10(Jabo)/JG54

In sea off Ovingdean, near Brighton, Sussex.

A body was washed up having been in the water about a month. It is probably the pilot of the FW190 
that was shot down into the sea off Roedean at 11.10 hrs on 29th March 1943 after four FW190s 
dropped bombs on Brighton.
ID: 68421, AW: red, FP: -.
Ff: Ogefr Joachim Koch 68421/108 +. Brighton, Sussex.

  24-25 April 1943 Ju88A-14 Wn.144372                  3E+HS 8/KG6

Homefield Road and No’s 124 / 126 Widmore Road, Bromley, Kent. 00.35 hrs. 

Started from Creil on a bombing mission to Birmingham along with six other aircraft from III/KG6. 
The crews were all briefed together but the course taken to the target was left to the discretion of 
the individual pilots. This aircraft took off alone and after crossing the French Coast near Cherbourg 
made landfall at Bournemouth, the crew flying at 9,000 feet taking constant evasive action towards 
Northampton. The bomb load of two 500 kg bombs was dropped on some searchlight sites in the 
Midlands on ETA through a gap in the cloud; the pilot then turned on a southerly course for home. The 
aircraft was intercepted by a Mosquito night fighter (85 Squadron) although the crew had not noticed 
it on the Lichtenstein screen and the wings caught fire, two of the crew baling out 6,500 feet and the 
aircraft broke up in the air, the main portion coming down on Bromley Cricket Ground.
Markings: the 3E was in very small letters eight inches high, whilst the HS was the normal large 
lettering. The H was in black, outlined in red. The factory coding from the compass deviation card was 
TJ+OV. Camouflage; the lower surfaces were spray painted black with dark green upper surfaces. The 
spinners were also dark green.

right and Below: Pieces of 
Ju88 3e+hs which broke 
up over Bromley in Kent 
on 25th April 1943.
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It appeared that the wind was much stronger than that given at the briefing and hence the aircraft was 
well to the east of its intended course and two bombs that may have been from this aircraft fell at 
Helmdon, sixteen miles south-west of Northampton. The location of the crash was well to the east of 
the intended course from Birmingham to Creil.
A meteorological report dated for the 5th March 1943 covered a flight from Soesterburg to Aalborg by 
Hauptmann Hogeback, Kommandeur of III/KG6 in 3E+AD of Stab III/KG6. Brothel tickets dated for 
the 8th and 23rd March 1943 proved that members of the crew were in Criel on these dates.
This was a very experienced crew with the observer having completed over two hundred War Flights, 
although at the time of being shot down it was the first War Flight they had made in over six weeks. 
Previously the crew had been operating in Russia with III/LG 1(which subsequently became III/KG6) 
but were transferred to The West in December 1942 and subsequently made eleven War Flights. 

KG 6.
On the date of the crash the four Gruppen of KG 6 were based at:
Gruppe I  Beauvais/Tillé.
Gruppe II  Cormeilles-en-Vexin.
Gruppe III Creil.
Gruppe IV Bretigny.
In III/KG6 crews that were lost were replaced immediately and the 8th Staffel was well up to strength. 
In addition to its normal entitlement each Staffel of the Gruppe had two or three crews from Gruppe 
IV attached for training purposes and the most suitable being retained to replace losses. The last batch 
of replacement aircraft was received by the Gruppe in February 1943 meaning that there were enough 
aircraft for each crew to have two each and even with subsequent losses there were still more aircraft 
than crews.
Between the beginning of March 1943 and 24h April III/KG6 had lost seven crews but only two had 
come to the attention of Air Intelligence. 

  27 April 1943 Ju88A-14 Wn.144612                 3E+EH 1/KG6

Crash landed at Beauvais - Tille, France, on return from operations over England. Ff: Lt Hermann 
Lorch 55510/154. Bo: Uffz Otto Mebert 55510/151. Bf: Gefr Gottfried Hauck 55510/153 +.  
Bs: Fw Ernst Vogel 55510/152. Bs: Uffz Josef Buchmaier 53924/152 +.

  28 April 1943 Ju88A-14 Wn.144068                 3E+DT 7/KG6

Failed to return from operations against Manchester and believed to have been shot down by a 256 
Squadron Mosquito 35 miles south of Worthing, Sussex. 22.50 hrs. Ff: Fw Eugen Baumbach 73176/156, 
Bo: Lt Anton Kratzer 53924/6 and Bs: Gefr Josef Netsch 73176/158 all lost without trace. Bf: Uffz 
Hans Hart 73176/157 Body washed ashore 16.7.43.

Opposite and right: 
More parts of Ju88 
3e+hs which broke up 
over Bromley in Kent 
on 25 April 1943. the 
policemen on the left are 
inspecting the aircraft’s 
dinghy which was stored 
in the rear fuselage.
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  29 April 1943 Ju88D-1 Wn.380921                F6+ML 3(F)/122

Failed to return from operations. Last radio signal from QV 4466/05/Ost. Ff: Uffz Rudolf Wolf,  
Bo: Lt Gerd Listing, Bf: Uffz Felix Wiener and Bm: Uffz Richard Becker all lost without trace.

  29 April 1943 Ju88D-1 Wn.430636              4U+KL 3(F)/123

Failed to return from operations. Ff: Ofw Rudi Kienader, Bo: Lt Rudolf Gruber, Bf: Ofw Rudolf Egger 
and Bm: Uffz Erwin Lenbach all lost without trace.

  29 April 1943 Bf109G-4 Wn.14773                 + 7 4(F)/123

Failed to return from operations and believed to have been shot down by 486 Squadron Typhoons  
20 miles south-east of the Isle of Wight. Ff: Lt Ernst Senzbach lost without trace.

  29 April 1943 Bf109G-4 Wn.14764                  + 3 4(F)/123

Failed to return from operations and believed to have been shot down by a 486 Squadron Typhoon  
20 miles south of the Isle of Wight. Ff: Fw Willi Quante lost without trace.

  4-5 May 1943 Do217K-1 Wn.4415              U5+AA Stab KG2

During operations against Norwich this aircraft suffered engine failure and was compelled to make 
a forced landing at Het-Schouw, Amsterdam, Holland. Ff: Lt Ernst Andres 57359/89 injured.  
Bo: Oberstleutnant Walter Brandel 53577/151 +. Geschwader Kommodore. Bo: Ogefr Wilhelm 
Schlagbum 57358/325 injured. Bf: Uffz August Drechsler 57358/339 injured - Posted missing on 22 
May 1944 during an attack on Portsmouth. Bs: Flieger Werner Becker 53577/64 +.

  4-5 May 1943 Do217K-1 Wn.4583               U5+IP 6/KG2

Shot down by a British night fighter intruder at Hilversum, Holland, while on operations.  
Ff: Ofw Heinrich Meyer 57357/82 +. Bo: Fw Jacob Wehner 57359/405 injured. Bf: Ogefr Hugo Krotz 
57357/69 injured. Bs: Ogefr Alfred Ottawa 58214/255 injured.

  4-5 May 1943 Do217E-4 Wn.4353             U5+CK 2/KG2

Believed to have been damaged by a 605 Squadron Mosquito during operations against Norwich. 
Crashed near Best, 1 km north-west of Eindhoven, Holland. Ff: Uffz Georg Hägler 57359/277 +. 
Bo: Lt Alfons Schlander 58212/86 +. Bf: Ogefr Hans Linsdorf 57359/321 +. Bm: Uffz Albert Müller 
58208/113 +.

  4-5 May 1943 Do217E-1 Wn.4520             U5+CM 4/KG2

Took off from Soesterberg, Holland at 00.31 hrs and failed to return from operations against Norwich 
by 73 aircraft. Ff: Uffz Gerhard Corty 58207/147, Bo: Oblt Walter Pohl 53551/96, Bf: Uffz Herbert 
Hoffmann 58207/153 and Bs: Uffz Horst Heinze all lost without trace.

  4-5 May 1943 Ju88A-4 Wn.144675              3E+KK 2/KG6

Failed to return from operations against Norwich. Ff: Uffz Kurt Plinkert, Bo: Ogefr Günther Krämer, 
Bf: Uffz Hans Eder and Bs: Ogefr August Böhmer all lost without trace.

  7 May 1943 FW190A-5/U-8 Wn.52526             Yellow 1 + 7/SKG10

In sea off Newport, near Hemsby, Norfolk. 07.11 hrs.

After shooting up a village in the Great Yarmouth area, this aircraft hit the roof of a cottage and an 
electricity pylon before crashing into the sea, the body of the pilot being recovered twenty four hours later.
ID: 74197, AW: pale blue, 2 February 1943, FP: L 43547.
Ff: Oblt Willi Freudenreich 74197/81 +. CC 9/4.

A piece of paper with Hotel du Commerce, Lannion and dated 8th March 1943 was found on the pilot.
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front over England which would give plenty of cover for the operation but this did not materialise and 
the weather was clear. The aircraft was soon picked up by a Spitfire (331 Squadron) and although the 
wireless operator tried to fire back the twin MG 81s jammed after two rounds and the aircraft was 
defenceless. The wireless operator was the only crew member to bale out at 6,000 feet. The aircraft 
crashed into a field, the wreckage being scattered and burnt.
Armament: 50 kg bombs stowed internally.
ID: 53565, AW: red, Bretigny, 6 April 1943, FP: L 38540 Brussels.
Ff: Ltn Detlev Morzik 53565/149, Bo: Fw Kurt Lebeda 53565/146 +. CC 1/377.
Bf: Uffz Hans Rosskoth 53565/147 seriously wounded.
Bm: Ogefr Paul Steinmann 53565/148 +. CC 1/376.

This was the crew’s first War Flight having previously been with the 11th Staffel at Brétigny on 1st May. 
They had only made one practice war flight which which involved flying half way across the Channel 
without bombs, before returning.
According to the bordfunker four aircraft from the 9th Staffel took part in the operation, which was a 
first for the Staffel. The crews had no warning of the impending operation until they were called for 
briefing at 04.30 hrs.
The new Staffelkapitän of the 9th Staffel was Oberleutnant Weinberg. The strength of 9/KG6 at the end 
of April 1943 was nine crews, while the strength of 11/KG6 was well over twenty crews.

  8 May 1943 Ju88A-14 Wn.144475                 3E+DR 7/KG6

Stapleford Hall, Stapleford Abbots, Essex. 07.50 hrs.

Started from Creil to attack London. This aircraft was shot down by a fighter (122 Squadron Spitfire) 
and broke up on impact with the ground, wreckage being scattered over a fairly wide area.
AW: green, Fl.H.Kdtr.E13/XII, 8/11/42, FP: -.
Ff: Ofw Friedrich Kiesel 73172/147 +. CC 5/150.
Bo: Uffz Paul Schönwälder 53563/183 +. CC 5/152.
Bf: Ogefr Alfred Kloke 73172/141 +. CC 5/153.
Bs: Gefr Hubert Bosse 73172/162 +. CC 5/151.

Three of the crew had ID discs for II/KG6, although documents showed that one of them had transferred 
from the 6th to the 7th Staffel on 15th April.

  9 May 1943 Ju88C-6/R-1 Wn.360043                  D5+EV 10/NJG3

Dyce Aerodrome, Aberdeenshire. 16.00 hrs.

Landed intact having been intercepted off the British Coast by two Spitfires of 165 (Celon) Squadron 
and escorted to Dyce.

Equipment: Fug 202 Lichtenstein (AI interception) radar.
Radio code CH+MB.
Ff: Oblt Heinrich Schmidt 69038/10
Bf: Ofw Paul Rosenberger 71038/-/ a
Bs: Ofw Erich, Karl Kantwill 60032/9/-
Some sources give Ff: Oblt Heinrich Schmitt.

There is no Air Intelligence AI(k) or AI2(g) on record as having been written covering the arrival 
of  this aircraft, although subsequent reports (such as AI(k) 252A/1943) feature information gleaned 
from this crew. It is widely reported that Oblt Schmitt was British agent and had previously passed 
information to British Intelligence. Ofw Rosenberger also wished to desert, but Ofw Kantwill had to be 
persuaded ‘at gun-point’ during the flight. Although the circumstances surrounding this desertion are 
still mysterious, it has been ascertained from contemporary available documentation that the aircraft 
took off from Aalborg, Westerland, Denmark at 15.04 hrs and landed at Kristiansand, Norway to refuel, 
taking off again at 16.50 hrs. At 17.10 hrs a radio message was received by the German Night Fighter 
control at Grove, Denmark from this aircraft stating that the starboard engine of the aircraft was on fire; 
at which point the aircraft dropped below German land-based radar and dropped three life rafts into the 
sea before proceeding to Dyce.

  7 May 1943 Ju88A-14 Wn.144072                 3E+HK 2/KG6

Southmead Meadow, Ringwood, Hampshire. 23.10 hrs.

During operations against Bournemouth, this aircraft flew 
straight into the ground and exploded, small pieces of 
wreckage being scattered over several fields. Amongst the 
wreckage a Gold War Flights Clasp and some Danish money 
was found.
AW: pale green, Fl.H.Kdtr.E13/XII, 21/9/42, FP: 01311 
Brussels.
Ff: Hptm Dietrich Hermann von Büttlar 65115/61 +. CC 
2/39. Staffelkapitän.
Bo: Ofw Karl Pfitsch 53553/112 +. CC 2/36.
Bf: Uffz Johannes Wieser 73711/65 +. CC 2/37.
Bs: Fw Josef Sturm 55511/169 +. CC 2/38.

  7 May 1943 Ju88A-14 Wn.144078                3E+EL 3/KG6

Rectory Farm, Winfrith, near Wool, Dorset. 23.25 hrs.

This aircraft was found burning on the ground, the cause of the crash was not established.
ID: 73176, AW: grey, Zwischenhan, 20/5/42.
Ff: Uffz Paul Czommer 73176/144 +. CC 9/4.
Bo: Uffz Karl Hundertmark 73176/145 +. CC 9/4.
Bf: Ogefr Peter Kral 73176/146 +. CC 9/4.
Bs: Ogefr Karl Lauterjung 73176/147 +. CC 9/4.

  8 May 1943 Ju88A-14 Wn.144569                3E+BT 9/KG6

400 yards west of Sadlers Farm, Bowers Gifford, Essex. 07.15 hrs.

Started from Creil at 06.06 hrs to attack London with no specific objective. Eight aircraft of III/KG6 
took part in this operation, the crews only being briefed at 04.30 hrs to drop their bombs through 
cloud on ETA. The flight was to be made at zero feet until they approached the English Coast and then 
climb, heading straight for London. According to the Met Office report there was to be a bad weather 
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inspect the wreckage of 
Ju88 3e+Bt at sadlers 
Farm.
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The evening was a fine one and I realised that if the enemy were suspicious he might send over a 
photographic reconnaissance aircraft. I therefore got F/O James to obtain permission from the Air 
Ministry to move the aircraft into a blister hangar. Permission was given and this was done. An armed 
guard of two airmen was maintained on the aircraft. The next morning officers of AI2(g) arrived. A 
hangar was cleared and the Ju88 moved into it. Entrance to the hangar was guarded.

Given the RAF Serial number PJ876, it was extensively flown and tested by the Wireless and Electrical 
Flight. The aircraft is in the RAF Museum’s collection.

The Dyce Station Commander, Group Captain  J W Colquhoun, recounted the incident:

The crew surrendered to me. They wore service overalls over uniform. I had them immediately taken 
to the Guard Room. As I left the aircraft I instructed the Squadron Leader Admin., who was with me, 
to see that no one touched the aircraft, that it was securely guarded and those who were gathered round 
were dispersed. I was satisfied that this could be done immediately, as in fact it was, because the O.C., 
RAF Regiment, AA Flight was present with four of his men who were armed. There were also 2 RAF 
Station Policemen present. The entrance hatch of the aircraft was shut and locked (key supplied by one 
of the prisoners).
The captain and pilot was the only officer. As we have only two separate cells he was put in an empty 
ward in Sick Quarters with a guard. He asked to speak to me. He spoke English poorly but I understood 
he was an experienced night fighter pilot, that the aircraft contained night fighter special equipment of 
great importance and also that all the crew were very anxious that their names should not be broadcast 
to Germany by radio. I did not have any further conversation with him. The prisoners were given no 
food, drink or cigarettes.
At roughly 19.30 hours the NCO i/c Station Police reported that he had had all personnel leaving camp 
warned not to talk about the incident outside. He also reported that there was a crowd of civilians at the 
camp entrance wanting to get in and he had called on the civil police to disperse them.
My appreciation of the situation at this time was that it was an intentional flight to this country to 
surrender; that the aircraft was a new type of night fighter as it had radial engines and several short 
aerials in front of the nose, but the fact was widely known locally that an enemy aircraft had landed 
intact at Dyce (I have since heard from the D.A.P.M. that a civil policeman’s small son four miles from 
the aerodrome identified it in the air as a Ju88). This being so, all one could hope to do was to prevent 
it being known that the aircraft was a night fighter, or in any way specially important, or that there was 
anything peculiar about the circumstances.
At 19.50 hours the S.A.S.O. No.14 Group (Air Commodore Grace) arrived by air with the AI1(K) 
Interrogation Officer (F/O James). In due course the latter confirmed my impressions and also obtained 
a lot of signals information, some of which was immediate value.

right: Ju88c-6/r-1 which 
landed intact at Dyce on 
9 May 1943.  the photo 
shows it the following 
evening after being 
moved inside a blister 
hangar.

Mainphoto: the aircraft 
back outside, still in its 
Luftwaffe markings.

Bottom left and right:  
the aircraft soon received 
rAF markings but the nJG 
Diving eagle emblem was 
retained.
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